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ABSTRACT
Incorporation of a tuned liquid column damper (TLCD) into a semisubmersible
drilling platform is numerically investigated in this paper. First, a governing equation
for liquid fluctuation in the TLCD is derived for the planar motion of the TLCD in
conjunction with the motion of the platform. Then, the real-time response of the
platform under irregular waves is analyzed using radiation/diffraction theory in
which TLCD loading is exerted on the platform at each time-step. This facilitates
capture of the difference-frequency and sum frequency second order wave forces
and the low-frequency motion of the platform. The results show that the effect of the
rotational motion of the platform on the TLCD is significant and the TLCD has a
reciprocal effect on this rotational motion of the platform. It is shown that the TLCD
decreases the low-frequency motion of the platform and has no considerable effect
on the wave-frequency motion. Also, the sensitivity of the platform motion to the
main specifications of the TLCD is assessed by a parametric study.

1. Introduction

Passive methods such as a tuned mass damper
(TMD) and tuned liquid column damper (TLCD) have
been increasingly considered for offshore fixed and
floating platforms [10]. The TLCD is the most
attractive of these approaches because of its low cost,
ease of handling, and limited maintenance
requirements [11,12]. TLCDs have been used for
many years for fixed structures on land, such as for
buildings with short periods [13–17]. It should be
noted that the hydrodynamics of moored floating
structures with very long periods differ from the
dynamics of fixed structures on land.
A TLCD is a U-shaped tube containing a liquid
(commonly water) which has an orifice that usually is
located in the middle of the tube. While the liquid
oscillates in the tube, the orifice causes head loss,
resulting in energy dissipation. The blocking ratio of
the orifice, the natural frequency of the fluctuation of
the liquid in the damper (natural frequency of the
TLCD) and the mass of the TLCD are parameters that
affect the efficiency of the damper. These parameters
should be tuned properly in consideration of the
dynamic specifications of the main structure [18].
Using a numerical method, Lee et al. [19]
studied a typical tension leg platform (TLP) with a
TLCD on its deck in order to decrease the wave-

Offshore floating platforms are employed worldwide
for various deep-water applications. It is essential to
control the motion and vibration of such platforms in
order to maintain safety and comfort of personals.
Thus, researchers have implemented different
approaches to reduce motion of floating platforms.
Structural shape optimization has been investigated by
Clauss and Birk [1], Adjami and Shafieefar [2], Lee
and Lim [3], Muskulus and Schafhirt [4] and Hall et
al. [5]. However, this approach is not applicable to the
existing platforms because it remains in the conceptual
design stage.
Mooring optimization is another effective
approach for motion reduction of existing platforms.
Shafieefar and Rezvani [6] optimized the mooring
pattern, length and tension for a ship-shaped floating
platform using a genetic algorithm (GA). A GA was
also used by Mirzaei [7] to optimize the mooring
pattern of a crane barge. Ren et al. [8] studied the
effect of additional mooring chains on the motion of a
floating wind turbine with a tension leg platform.
Brommundt et al. [9] worked on floating wind turbines
using a simplex algorithm to determine the optimum
line configuration for a semisubmersible platform.
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simulated without a damper. The Results are used in
section 3 to verify the numerical modeling by
comparing the simulation results with the available
experimental data. Then, the platform-TLCD system
is simulated and a parametric study is carried out to
consider the performance of applying TLCD for
reducing the platform motions. Results of the
platform-TLCD system responses are discussed in
section 4. The natural frequency, blocking ratio of the
orifice and mass ratio of the TLCD are the study
parameters. Section 5 presents the conclusions.

induced 2D motion of the platform. Their parametric
analysis considered the pontoon diameter, pontoon
draft, and the total mass of the platform, but
overlooked changes in the TLCD parameters. They
used the well-known equation of motion for liquid in
a TLCD (governing equation) presented by Sakai et al.
[20]. This equation is derived for a TLCD moving in a
single horizontal direction, although floating
platforms tend to experience vertical and rotational
motions. They focused on surge motion and stated that
the optimum natural frequency of the TLCD is equal
to the surge natural frequency of the platform.
However, floating platforms commonly experience
low natural frequencies and a TLCD would have to be
much wider than the platform in order to have the
same frequency [21].
A TLP equipped with an underwater TLCD
(UWTLCD) was studied experimentally by Lee and
Juang [22]. The columns of the platform were used as
the vertical parts of the TLCD and were connected by
a small-diameter horizontal tube. Thus, the platform
was equipped with a TLCD that did not occupy space
on the deck. The effectiveness of the UWTLCD was
investigated for the surge, heave and pitch motions in
regular waves. The pontoon draft, tether pretension
force and liquid length in the TLCD, which affects its
mass and natural frequency, were considered in their
parametric study.
Coudurier et al. [23] proposed a tuned liquid
multi-column damper (TLMCD) to dissipate the
energy of waves having various angles of incidence.
They numerically applied the proposed damper to a
barge-type floating wind turbine by focusing on
rotational motion. The natural frequency of the
damper was tuned to the same roll/pitch natural
frequency of the barge platform. The optimized
blocking ratio of the orifice was calculated for an
arbitrary mass of the damper at a constant wave height.
In the present study, application of a TLCD for a
large floating platform (GVA4000 semisubmersible)
with long natural periods is investigated numerically
and surge, heave and pitch motions of the platform are
studied. Since the real-time response of the platform
in irregular waves is calculated, the differencefrequency wave forces are included as well as the
wave frequency forces. Thus, the low-frequency and
wave-frequency motions of the platform are
considered. Capturing the low-frequency motions of
floating platforms is an important issue which is not
considered in the previous studies. This would cause
ignoring some important phenomena in platform
motions. A more complete form of the governing
equation of liquid fluctuation in the TLCD is derived
in section 2, which takes into consideration the effects
of transitional and rotational motion of the platform.
Since there is no experimental data available for
application of a TLCD on a large semisubmersible
such as the GVA4000, first, the case study platform is

2. Governing equations of liquid fluctuation in
TLCD and generated loads

There are two approaches for mathematical
modeling of a structure with TLCD system. In the first
approach, the whole system is considered as a single
unit and the equation of motion for the structure and
damper is derived simultaneously, as done by Holden
et al. [24]. In the second method, motion of the main
structure is calculated using an appropriate numerical
model and the TLCD-induced forces are computed
separately and applied to the structure [25,26]. The
first method derives and solves the equation of motion
of a coupled system for any type of structure. Because
dynamics of various types of fixed and floating
structures are complicated, it is better to solve the
equation of liquid fluctuation inside the damper
separately. The damper-induced forces can be
calculated for exertion on the structure using the
second method.
Hochrainer [27] introduced a method to derive
the governing equation of liquid motion in a U-shaped
TLCD (Fig. 1) for the transitional motion of the
damper in the horizontal (X) and vertical (Z) directions
as follows:
1
𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑤𝑤̈ + 𝜉𝜉𝑤𝑤̇ |𝑤𝑤̇ | + 2𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔
(2.1)
2
= −𝐵𝐵. 𝑋𝑋̈ − 𝑍𝑍̈(2𝑤𝑤)

where, 𝑤𝑤, 𝑤𝑤̇ and 𝑤𝑤̈ denote the magnitudes of
liquid displacement, velocity and acceleration in the
vertical parts of the tube, respectively, and 𝑋𝑋̈ and 𝑍𝑍̈ are
the magnitudes of horizontal and vertical acceleration
of the damper. The positive direction for liquid motion
is assumed to be from left to right in the horizontal
tube (as the liquid surface moves down in the left
vertical tube and moves up in the right one) . As shown
in Fig. 1, 𝐵𝐵 and 𝐴𝐴ℎ are the length and cross-section
area of the horizontal tube, 𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣 is the cross-section area
of the vertical tubes, 𝐻𝐻 is the initial height of the liquid
in the vertical tubes and 𝐿𝐿 is the total length of the
liquid in the tube (𝐿𝐿 = 2𝐻𝐻 + 𝐵𝐵).
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1
𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑤𝑤̈ + 𝜉𝜉𝑤𝑤̇ |𝑤𝑤̇ | +
2

2𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 =
̈
−𝐵𝐵�𝜃𝜃 �(𝐿𝐿 − 𝐵𝐵)/2 + 𝐷𝐷� + 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔�

in which 𝜃𝜃 and 𝜃𝜃̈ denote the magnitudes of
rotating angle and rotational acceleration,
respectively, and 𝐷𝐷 is the distance of the horizontal
tube of the TLCD from the rotating center (Fig. 2).
The governing equation of liquid fluctuation in a
TLCD is often derived for a moving system with a
single degree of freedom. A semisubmersible platform
may has large displacement at all degrees of freedom
(DOF) [31]. Therefore, when using a TLCD on this
type of structure, it is important to derive the
governing equation such that the effects of all motions
are taken into account. For the combined rotation and
transition of the TLCD, the superposition principle
cannot be used because of the nonlinear behavior of
the liquid fluctuation inside the damper. Thus, the
governing equation for a damper experiencing
simultaneous transitional and rotational motions
should be derived exclusively.
Coudurier et al. [23] presented TLCD equations
for combined transition and rotation; however, their
equations were derived in a complicated format which
does not clearly represent the physical process and is
very difficult to compare with well-known equations
in the literature. The equations are also difficult to
apply.
The formulation proposed in the current study is
derived in a simple format that is analogous to the
well-known form presented in the literature. When
applying a TLCD to a floating structure, coordinate
system XOZ is considered to be fixed on a water free
surface as shown in Fig. 2. The floating body is
defined using its center of mass (G) and 3 DOF (X, Z
and θ) with a TLCD attached to the floating body.
Assuming that the energy of the liquid remains
constant during the motion of the TLCD, the Lagrange
equation can be applied as follows [32]:

Fig. 1. U-Shaped TLCD with transitional motion.

Finally, 𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is defined as:

𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝐿𝐿 − 𝐵𝐵 �1 −

𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣
�
𝐴𝐴ℎ

(2.2)

Parameter 𝜉𝜉 is the head loss coefficient of the
TLCD and is related to the blocking ratio of the orifice
(ratio of the area enclosed by the orifice to the total
area of the horizontal tube) calibrated from the
experiment results. Wu et al. [18] calibrated this
coefficient by conducting forced harmonic vibration
tests for uniform sections of TLCDs of various
dimensions and blocking ratios as summarized in
Table 1.
They concluded that 𝜉𝜉 is not a function of TLCD
natural frequency, but is mainly related to the blocking
ratio. They proposed a formula for calculating 𝜉𝜉 as a
function of blocking ratio [18] as:
𝜉𝜉 = (−0.6𝜓𝜓 + 2.1𝜓𝜓 0.1 )1.6 (1 − 𝜓𝜓)−2

(2.3)

where 𝜓𝜓 is the blocking ratio of the orifice inside
the damper.
Table 1. Calibration tests results for head loss
coefficient of TLCD [18]

Natural frequency (Hz)
Blocking
0.4923
0.4727
0.4595
ratio (ψ)
Head loss coefficient: (𝜉𝜉)
20%
3.96
3.55
3.40
40%
6.10
5.80
5.70
60%
12.80
12.40
12.50
80%
54.50
54.00
59.00

(2.4)

0.4516

𝑑𝑑 𝜕𝜕(𝑇𝑇 − 𝑈𝑈)
𝜕𝜕(𝑇𝑇 − 𝑈𝑈)
= 𝑄𝑄
�
�−
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝜕𝜕𝑤𝑤̇
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

3.40
5.55
12.00
56.00

(2.5)

where U and T are the potential and kinetic
energy of the liquid, respectively, and Q represents the
magnitude of non-conservative force acting on the
liquid in the following form [32]:

The rotational motion of the TLCD is extensively
studied by Xue et al. [28]; Suduo et al. [29] and
Taflanidis et al. [30]. For a TLCD rotating around a
fixed point, the governing equation of liquid
fluctuation is [28]:

1
𝑄𝑄 = − 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣 𝜉𝜉|𝑤𝑤̇ |𝑤𝑤̇
2
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Fig. 2. U-Shaped TLCD attached to floating platform experiencing combined rotation and transition.

vertical velocities of the structure. The average heights
of the three portions of the TLCD, according to the
potential energy of the liquid (𝑈𝑈 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚), can be
defined as:

For relatively small rotation angles (𝜃𝜃 < 10°),
cos(𝜃𝜃) and sin(𝜃𝜃) are estimated to be 1 and 𝜃𝜃,
respectively, [cos (𝜃𝜃)~1 , sin (𝜃𝜃)~𝜃𝜃]. In order to
calculate the kinetic energy of the liquid (𝑇𝑇 =
1/2. m𝑉𝑉 2 ), the magnitudes of total velocities along
the vertical and horizontal tubes can be written as
follow for the three portions of the damper:
𝜃𝜃̇ 𝐵𝐵
(2.7)
𝑉𝑉1 = 𝑤𝑤̇ +
+ 𝑋𝑋̇𝜃𝜃 − 𝑍𝑍̇
2
(2.8)
𝑉𝑉2 = 𝑟𝑟𝑤𝑤̇ + 𝜃𝜃̇ 𝐷𝐷 + 𝑋𝑋̇ + 𝑍𝑍̇𝜃𝜃
𝜃𝜃̇ 𝐵𝐵
(2.9)
𝑉𝑉3 = 𝑤𝑤̇ +
− 𝑋𝑋̇𝜃𝜃 + 𝑍𝑍̇
2

𝑍𝑍𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎,1 = 𝑍𝑍0 −
𝑍𝑍𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎,2 = 𝑍𝑍0

𝑍𝑍𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎,3 = 𝑍𝑍0 +

�−𝐵𝐵. 𝑋𝑋̈� + �−𝑍𝑍̈(2𝑤𝑤)� + �−𝐵𝐵 �𝜃𝜃̈ �
X-term

Z-term

𝐵𝐵
1
𝜃𝜃 + (𝐻𝐻 + 𝑤𝑤)
2
2

(2.10)

(2.11)
(2.12)

By calculating the kinetic and potential energy of the
damper liquid and substituting these values into
Eq.(2.5), the governing equation of liquid motion in
TLCD becomes:

in which r denotes the ratio of 𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣 to 𝐴𝐴ℎ (𝑟𝑟 = 𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣 /𝐴𝐴ℎ )
and 𝑋𝑋̇ and 𝑍𝑍̇ denote the magnitudes of horizontal and

1
𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑤𝑤̈ + 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑤𝑤̇ |𝑤𝑤̇| + 2𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 =
2

𝐵𝐵
1
𝜃𝜃 + (𝐻𝐻 − 𝑤𝑤)
2
2

(𝐿𝐿 − 𝐵𝐵)
+ 𝐷𝐷� + 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔�� + �−𝑍𝑍̈𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 + 2𝑤𝑤𝑋𝑋̈𝜃𝜃 + 2𝑤𝑤𝑋𝑋̇𝜃𝜃̇ − 𝐵𝐵𝜃𝜃̇ 𝑋𝑋̇𝜃𝜃�
2
θ-term

(2.13)

Additional terms

four additional terms on the right-hand side of
Eq.(2.13) which are the results of simultaneous motion
of the dampers at 3 DOF and are denoted as
“additional terms”. The magnitudes of these seven
terms will determine the effects of structural motions
on TLCD excitation and are denoted as “excitation
terms”. Section 4 compares the magnitude and effect
of each term on damper efficiency for the specified
conditions.
The natural frequency of the TLCD is an
important characteristic of this damper and can be
estimated as [12]:

This equation describes liquid fluctuation in a
TLCD as the result of the simultaneous motion at all 3
DOF. For purely transitional movement of the damper,
all terms containing θ should be omitted from
Eq.(2.13), which then becomes the Eq.(2.1) as
previously derived for damper transition. Similarly,
for purely rotational movement of the damper, all
terms containing X and Z should be omitted from
Eq.(2.13), which then becomes the Eq.(2.4). The
equation derived here has a form that is similar to
previously derived equations; thus, its validity can be
demonstrated by comparing with equations that are
verified in previous studies.
The right-hand side of Eq.(2.13) shows that the
first three terms are the components of TLCD motion
at 3 DOF. These three terms are related to pure
structure motions in the X (surge), Z (heave) and 𝜃𝜃
(pitch) directions, respectively. These are denoted as
the X-term, Z-term and θ-term, respectively. There are

𝑓𝑓𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 =

1 2𝑔𝑔
1
=
𝜔𝜔
�
2π 𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 2π 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

(2.14)

The main structural dimensions limit the total
equivalent length of the liquid in the damper (𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ) and
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The loads generated by the TLCD can be calculated as
[25, 26]:

prevent the setting of an arbitrary value for it. The
tuning ratio equals 𝑓𝑓𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 /𝑓𝑓𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 and an
appropriate quantity for this ratio is 0.95 to 1.05
[12,19].
𝐹𝐹𝑋𝑋 = −𝜌𝜌𝐴𝐴ℎ 𝐵𝐵𝑤𝑤̈ − 𝜌𝜌(𝐴𝐴ℎ 𝐵𝐵 + 2𝐻𝐻𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣 )𝑋𝑋̈

(2.15)

𝐹𝐹𝑍𝑍 = −𝜌𝜌(2𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤̈ ) − 𝜌𝜌(𝐴𝐴ℎ 𝐵𝐵 + 2𝐻𝐻𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣 )𝑍𝑍̈
𝑀𝑀𝜃𝜃 = −𝜌𝜌𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣 𝐵𝐵 �

(2.16)

(𝐿𝐿 − 𝐵𝐵)
𝐴𝐴ℎ
+ 𝐷𝐷� 𝑤𝑤̈ − 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣 ��(L − B) + 𝐵𝐵 � 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 + 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵� − 𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑 𝜃𝜃̈
𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣
2

(2.17)

step and the related TLCD loads are applied to the
platform using a Fortran code in an external dynamic
library link file. This Fortran code solves the
governing equation of the TLCD (Eq.(2.13)) at each
time-step using the Newmark-beta method [34] and
then calculates the damper forces.
Accuracy of numerical modeling of the platform
(without TLCD) is confirmed by comparing the results
with available experimental data.
However, since there is no any experimental data
available on application of a TLCD to a large
semisubmersible, the validity of the new derived
Eq.(2.13) is investigated by comparing it with Eq.(2.1)
and Eq.(2.4) which are validated several times in the
literature.

where 𝑭𝑭𝑿𝑿 , 𝑭𝑭𝒁𝒁 and 𝑴𝑴𝜽𝜽 are the magnitudes of forces
exerted on the mass-center of the platform by the
TLCD in the X, Z and θ directions, respectively, and 𝑰𝑰𝒅𝒅
is the moment of inertia of the damper liquid about the
mass center G. Other parameters have been defined
previously. It is important to note that these equations
have been updated for a non-uniform TLCD crosssection.

3. Numerical modeling

Characteristics of a GVA4000 drilling
semisubmersible are used to model the effects of a
TLCD on its response mitigation by considering
available experimental data for hydrodynamic motion
of the platform [33]. This semisubmersible platform
has already been tested using a 1:81 scale model by
Clauss et al. [33] to calculate its RAOs for the heave
and pitch motions. The main dimensions and
characteristics of the platform model are shown in Fig.
3 and Table 2.
Numerical modeling is carried out in two stages.
The hydrodynamic specifications of the platform are
determined at the frequency-domain stage. This is
followed by the time-domain stage in which platform
motions are determined under the influence of
irregular waves. Then, the forces and moment induced
by the TLCD are calculated and applied to the
structure using Eqs. (2.15) to (2.17). The motions are
determined by ANSYS-AQWA (17.0) at each time-

Table 2. Characteristics of GVA4000 model
Structure characteristics
Mass center X (m)
Mass center Y (m)
Mass center Z (m)
Mass (kg)
Kxx, Kyy, Kzz (m)
Water depth (m)
Mooring line length (m)
Mooring line density (kg/m)
Mooring line stiffness EA (kN)
Natural frequencies fsurge, fheave, fpitch
(results of decay test models)

Fig. 3. Main dimensions of GVA4000 platform [33]
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Value
0
0
0.85
25834154
30.4, 31.06, 37.54
121
400
140
500000
0.008, 0.046, 0.015
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3.1. Frequency-domain analysis without TLCD
ANSYS-AQWA employs a combination of the
Morison’s equation for slender elements (Morison’s
elements) and the radiation/diffraction theory for large
ones. It calculates the fluid velocity potential based on
the following assumptions [35]:
• The body has zero or slight forward speed.
• The fluid is inviscid and incompressible and
the fluid flow is irrotational.
• The incident regular wave train is of small
amplitude compared to its length (small
slope).
• The motions are first-order and must be of
small amplitude.
The velocity potential is composed of the
incident, diffracted and radiated waves of the floating
structure and has the following form:

𝜑𝜑�𝑋𝑋⃗�𝑒𝑒

−𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

6

= �(𝜑𝜑𝐼𝐼 + 𝜑𝜑𝑑𝑑 ) + � 𝜑𝜑𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 � 𝑒𝑒 −𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

potential due to the jth motion at unit amplitude and 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗
is the motion amplitude of the jth DOF excited by an
incident regular wave at unit amplitude [35].
The radiation potential results in pressure fields
and forces on the surface of the floating body. The
component of the forces that is in phase with the body
velocity acts as a damping term and the out-of phase
component which is in phase with the body
acceleration acts as an inertia term. This component is
called the added mass term [36].
The Morison’s equation also includes a force
component due to body acceleration which contributes
to the total added mass. The other force component in
the Morison’s equation is in phase with the body
velocity. The latter one is called the drag force.
Using the aforementioned theory, ANSYSAQWA (17.0) is applied to calculate the platform
RAOs. Then, the calculated RAOs are compared with
the experimental data given by Clauss et al. [33] as
represented in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. A qualitative
comparison shows that the present numerical results
match well with the experimental data. The frequency
domain results show that the numerical model is
capable of calculating the platform motion with
acceptable precision. Section 4 discusses the
application of the TLCD to the modeled
semisubmersible platform.

(3.1)

𝑗𝑗=1

where 𝜑𝜑𝐼𝐼 is the first-order incident wave potential at
unit wave amplitude, 𝜑𝜑𝑑𝑑 is the corresponding
diffracted wave potential, 𝜑𝜑𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 is the radiation wave
2

Numerical (Current Study)
Experimental (Clauss et al.[33])

Heave RAO (m/m)

1.5
1

0.5
0

0

0.05

0.1
0.15
Frequency (Hz)

0.2

Fig. 4. Comparison of heave RAO for current study and Clauss et al. [33].
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Frequency (Hz)
Fig. 5. Comparison of pitch RAO for current study and Clauss et al. [33].

3.2. Time domain analysis with TLCD
ANSYS AQWA is capable to simulate the real-time
motion of a floating body under irregular waves.
Wave-frequency motions and low period oscillatory
drift motions may be considered. The differencefrequency and sum frequency second order forces are
calculated at each time step in the simulation, together
with the first order wave frequency forces and
instantaneous values of all other forces. This, can also
provide calculating wave drift damping which is
induced by nonlinear surface wave effects [37].
The configurations used to investigate the
influence of the TLCD on response of the
semisubmersible platform are summarized in Table 3.

Selected
specification of
TLCD for
parametric study
Head loss
coefficient (𝜉𝜉)

Natural frequency
(period)

TLCD /Structure
mass ratio

In each study condition, two TLCDs are mounted on
the platform in which their vertical tubes are located
inside the platform’s columns (Fig. 9). The head loss
coefficient, natural frequency and mass ratio
(𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 /𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ) are examined as the main
variables that affect platform motion. Different values
for parametric analysis are set for each variable while
keeping the other two variables constant. The
dimensions of the TLCD are determined by
considering the GVA4000 hull dimensions. In all
models, the damper width is 55 m and the total length
of the liquid in the tube is 85 m with a density of 1000
kg/m3.

Table 3. TLCD configurations in parametric analysis
Av (m2)

𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛 (Hz)
[T (s)]

Ah (m2)

2×5.10 (D = 2.55)
2×5.10
2×5.10
(Dv = 2.55)
(Dh = 2.55)
2×7.54
2×3.46
(Dv = 3.1)
(Dh = 2.1)
2×10.17
2×1.77
(D = 3.6)
(D = 1.5)
2×0.126 (D = 0.4)
2×1.77 (D = 1.5)
2×3.46 (D = 2.1)
2×9.62 (D = 3.5)
2×12.56 (D = 4.0)
2×15.90 (D = 4.5)
2×19.62 (D = 5.0)
2×23.75 (D = 5.5)
2×28.26 (D = 6.0)

Mass ratio
(%)

Head loss
coefficient (𝜉𝜉)

0.077
[13.07]

3.44

0.077
[13.07]
0.058
[17.36]
0.038
[26.41]

3.50
5.50
12.50
55.00

3.44

55.00

0.08
1.2
2.3
6.49
8.47
10.72
13.24
16.02
19.06

55.00

0.077
[13.07]

ratio for liquid dampers. An extremely small value of
0.08% is selected to investigate the extreme condition.
The natural frequency of the TLCD is varied from
0.038 to 0.077Hz because of the restrictions related to

Similar to results of Wu et al. [18], the head loss
coefficient of the damper is estimated to be 3.5 to 55
for blocking ratios of 20% to 80%. The largest
structure-TLCD mass ratio is 19%, which is a large
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using the timed domain modelling which is capable to
capture the mooring lines dynamics is preferred. For
the surge, heave and pitch motions, the natural
frequencies of the platform are calculated to be 0.008,
0.046 and 0.015 Hz, respectively. The results of the
decay tests are shown in Fig. 6 to Fig. 8.

the structural dimensions. It is not possible to tune the
structure-TLCD frequency ratio to approach 1 as
recommended in previous studies. The natural
frequency of the platform is estimated by conducting
decay test models. Because mooring lines stiffness
would affect the natural frequency of the platform,
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Fig. 6. Decay test model results for surge motion of GVA4000 platform (without TLCD)
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Fig. 7. Decay test model results for heave motion of GVA4000 platform (without TLCD)
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Fig. 8. Decay test model results for pitch motion of GVA4000 platform (without TLCD)

this figure global directions of reference coordinate
axes are defined. But it should be considered that the
precise definition of reference coordinates is shown in
Fig. 2. It is assumed that the waves are propagating in
X direction. The selected sea state is related to the 1-

Time series of irregular waves with significant wave
height of 5 m (Hs = 5 m) and peak frequency of 0.09
Hz (Tp = 11 s) is generated based on the JONSWAP
spectrum. A schematic view of TLCD placement onto
a GVA4000 semisubmersible is shown in Fig. 9. In
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each time-step using the external DLL built from the
Fortran code. The code determines the platform
position and velocity as inputs, calculates the TLCD
forces and presented them to ANSYS-AQWA as
external forces to be exerted on the platform. The
positions and velocities of the platform are determined
at each time-step by integrating the accelerations from
all hydrodynamic and TLCD forces.

Water surface elevation (m)

year return period wave characteristics in the Caspian
sea which is applied as the operational condition as
recommended by API [38]. The time series of the
water surface elevation for the sea state is shown in
Fig. 9
In time-domain analysis, ANSYS-AQWA
facilitates the use of additional formulations through
the dynamic link library (DLL). This feature is used to
introduce the external loads exerted by the TLCD at
4.00
2.00
0.00
-2.00
-4.00
0.00

50.00

100.00

150.00

200.00

250.00

300.00

350.00

400.00

Fig. 9. Water surface elevation of the selected sea-state (Hs=5 m, Tp=11 s)

4. Results and discussion

Time-domain analysis of the floating platform
response is carried out with and without the TLCD in
different configurations as shown in Table 3.
However, for better evaluation of the results, all
response time histories are transformed into frequency
domain by the fast Fourier transform 1 method. It is
evident from the modeling results that the dynamic
energy of the structure is concentrated at two
frequency ranges for 3 DOF. Fig. 10 to Fig. 12 show
a major peak near the natural frequency of the
platform in each direction and a smaller peak close to
the peak wave frequency. The major peak is the result
of the difference-frequency forces of the irregular
waves, which cause resonance in the natural frequency
of the platform as described by Keddam [39]. This
peak is about 100 times higher than that of the minor
peaks for surge. But for heave and pitch motions the
values of the two peaks are close together.

Fig. 10. Schematic view of TLCD on GVA4000
semisubmersible floating platform.

1

FFT
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Fig. 11. Surge response without TLCD (logarithmic scale).
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Fig. 12. Heave response without TLCD.
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Fig. 13. Pitch response without TLCD

frequency of the platform, but no decrease occurs at
the wave frequency motion.
Liquid fluctuation in the TLCD and the resulting
forces are dominated by platform motion, which
excites the damper; thus, most of the damper forces

Comparing the fast Fourier transformed response of
the structure with and without a TLCD, shows that
there are no significant changes in the surge and heave
motions. However, a considerable decrease can be
seen for the pitch motion in the range of the natural
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18 .The fast Fourier transformed forces and moments
are displayed in these figures in wave-frequency and
low-frequency ranges separately. It can be seen that in
wave-frequency range, TLCD induced forces are
negligible in comparison with wave induced ones. In
low frequencies (near the natural frequency of the
platform) TLCD induced moments are dominated in
pitch motion. But in surge and heave motions, again
wave induced forces are dominated.

are generated at low frequencies in accordance with
the platform motion. By contrast, the wave force is
accumulated at the wave frequencies where the
damper force is negligible. This is why the effect of
the TLCD on platform motion is significant only at
low frequencies.
In order to explain the aforementioned
phenomenon, wave induced forces and moments are
compared with TLCD induced ones in Fig. 13 to Fig.
1.40E+15

wave induced force
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TLCD induced force
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Fig. 14. Wave-frequency forces in surge direction
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Fig. 15. Low-frequency forces in surge direction
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Fig. 16. Wave-frequency forces in heave direction
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Fig. 17. Low-frequency forces in heave direction
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Fig. 18. Wave-frequency moment in pitch direction
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Fig. 19. Low-frequency moment in pitch direction

ratios of the TLCD orifice. These values are 3.5, 5.5,
12.5 and 55 for blocking ratios of 20%, 40%, 60% and
80%, respectively. The resultant FFT transformed
responses are shown in Fig. 19. It can be seen that, for
the case under study, the platform pitch motion is not
affected by the damper when the blocking ratio does
not exceed 40%. Beyond that, the damper efficiency
increased as the blocking ratio of the damper orifice is
increased up to 80%.

In the following sections, only results of pitch motion
are presented, as no reduction is achieved in the surge
and heave motions with a TLCD. For this reason, the
pitch motion results are shown in the low frequency
range, where the effect of the TLCD on platform
motion is shown to be considerable.
4.1. Parametric analysis of platform response
4.1.1. Variation of head loss coefficient (𝜉𝜉)
Table 3 lists four values for the head loss
coefficient as they are related to the different blocking
181
161

without TLCD

FFT of Response (𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑2 /𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻)

141
121
101

81

with TLCD, ψ =20%
with TLCD, ψ =40%
with TLCD, ψ =60%
with TLCD, ψ =80%

61
41
21
1

0

0.005

0.01
0.015
Frequency (Hz)

0.02

0.025

Fig. 20. Low-frequency pitch response vs. TLCD head loss coefficient.

4.1.2. Variation of natural frequency
(𝑓𝑓𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 )
The TLCD frequency affects its efficiency and it
is recommended to be equal to the natural frequency
of the main structure [12,18,40]. However, it is not
possible to tune the damper as recommended because
of the dimensions of the floating platform and TLCD.
At 𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣 /𝐴𝐴ℎ = 1, the equivalent length of the liquid in

the damper (𝐿𝐿𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ) is limited to 85 m. This results in a
frequency of 0.077 Hz (T = 13.07 sec) with a platform
frequency of about 0.015 for pitch motion. An increase
in 𝐴𝐴𝑣𝑣 /𝐴𝐴ℎ to 5.76 decreases the damper frequency to
about 0.038 Hz, which is still about three times the
platform frequency.
Fig. 20 shows the low-frequency response of a
platform with a TLCD at different natural frequencies.
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Although the frequency of the TLCD is far higher than
that of the platform, it is apparent that damper

efficiency is increased with decreasing the tuning ratio
(𝑓𝑓𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 /𝑓𝑓𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒 ) to 1.
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Fig. 21. Pitch low-frequency response vs. TLCD natural frequency.

the mass ratio in this figure. shows the effect of TLCD
mass ratio on the platform response. The efficiency of
damper is denoted as the “motion reduction factor”
and is defined as the percentage of decrease in the
significant double amplitude of the platform response.
Fig. 22 shows the motion reduction factor versus the
TLCD mass ratio. As seen, the TLCD efficiency is
increased by increasing the mass ratio up to 10%.
Beyond that, the damper efficiency is deteriorated.
This means that the optimum mass ratio of the damper
of the floating platform is about 10%.

4.1.3. Platform-TLCD mass ratio
Gao et al. [12] stated that, the mass ratio
should be less than 2% for civil engineering
applications. However, Wu et al. [18] have presented
design guidelines for TLCDs with mass ratios of up to
5%. Chatterjee and Chakraborty [40] studied TLCD
mass ratios of up to 14%. In the present research, the
mass ratio is varied from 0.08% to 19%, as greater
ratios are not practical. It is appropriate to use a small
mass ratio to determine the maximum efficiency of a
TLCD. Fig. 21. The Abbreviation MR is defined for
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Fig. 22. Pitch low-frequency response vs. structure-TLCD mass ratio.
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Fig. 23. Effect of TLCD mass ratio on motion reduction factor.

4.2. Effect of excitation term on TLCD
function
As described in section 2, the terms on the righthand side of Eq.(2.13) represent the effect of the
motion of the structure-TLCD system on liquid
fluctuation in the TLCD. The first three terms denote
the pure horizontal, vertical and rotational motions.
These variables are compared to determine the effect
of platform motion at different DOF values on TLCD
excitation. Values of additional terms are also
compared to determine their effect on damper
excitation.
In Eq.(2.13), the excitation terms are sensitive to
the width of the TLCD (B), the length of the liquid in

the tube (L) and the vertical distance of the rotating
center from the horizontal tube (D). These parameters
are kept constant in this parametric study. The
excitation terms are compared at an optimum mass
ratio of 10% and the results are depicted in Fig. 23. It
can be seen that the X-term and θ-term for the surge
and pitch motions of the platform have significant
effects on TLCD excitation. The Z-term and additional
terms show very small values when compared with
those of the X-term and θ-term. It could be concluded
that, the Z-term and additional terms have little
influence on damper excitation for the GVA4000 in
the defined wave condition.
X-term
Z-term
θ-term
Additional terms

TLCD Excitation Terms Value (𝑚𝑚2 /𝑠𝑠 2 )
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Fig. 24. Excitation terms induced by GVA4000 motion in TLCD governing equation.

comparison with TLPs, semisubmersibles show much
larger rotational motion [41]; thus, it may not be
appropriate to ignore the effect of the rotational
motion of a semisubmersible on TLCD excitation.

The effect of rotational motion is neglected in previous
studies, including those by Lee et al. [19], who studied
the application of TLCDs to TLPs. It would be a
suitable simplification method, because TLPs show
high stiffness values in the heave and pitch directions,
which lead to relatively slight motion [41]. In
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4.3. Effect of additional terms in governing
equation of TLCD
Numerical modeling is performed again to determine
the effect of the inclusion of the additional terms in the
TLCD governing equation. Here, the additional terms
are omitted from Eq.(2.13) and only the X-term, Zterm and θ-term are considered when calculating the
motion of the liquid in the TLCD. The results are
almost identical to those from the previous stage. No
considerable effect is observed on the wave-frequency
motion of the platform and the platform response in
the surge and heave directions is not affected by the
damper.

Because the results are very similar in the
presence and absence of the additional terms, it is
difficult to recognize the differences between the FFT
transformed response diagrams.
Table 4 provides the computed motion reduction
factors to allow better comparison of the results. It can
be seen that the resultant reduction factors for both
cases have negligible differences. This means that the
inclusion of additional terms in the governing equation
for TLCD has no effect on its efficiency.

Table 4. Effect of TLCD on platform motion with and without additional terms in
governing equation
TLCD characteristics

Selected
specification of
TLCD for
parametric
study

T (s)

Head loss
Coefficient

Motion reduction factor (%)

Mass ratio
(%)

Head loss
coefficient (𝜉𝜉)

With
additional terms

Without
additional terms

13.07

3.44

Natural
frequency
(period)

13.07
17.36
26.42

3.50
5.50
12.50
55.00

3.44

55.00

TLCD/structure
mass ratio

13.07

0.5807
0.6731
2.0409
6.1200
6.1247
6.5431
9.5438
0.4031
3.7033
5.6701
7.7883
9.8447
19.7032
18.0207
15.4323
6.7105

0.5912
0.6605
2.0052
6.1458
6.1132
6.6217
9.5914
0.4218
3.6502
5.6600
7.7741
9.8211
19.7255
18.0410
15.4412
6.734

0.08
1.2
2.3
6.49
8.47
10.72

55.00

13.24
16.02
19.06

4.4. Effect of rotational motion of platform on
TLCD function
The effect of the rotational motion of the platform
on TLCD function is determined using a numerical
model without the θ-term in Eq.(2.13). The responses
then are compared with those in which the rotational
motion of the platform is taken into account (with θterm in Eq. (2.13)). The motion reduction factors are
compared in Fig. 24 with and without the θ-term. As

seen, a 40% amplification is obtained for a mass ratio
of 0.9% which is not a reasonable result. Increasing
the mass ratio to 2% results in decreasing the platform
motion rapidly by 50%. It is evident that the results are
unreliable when the effect of platform rotation on
TLCD is ignored; thus, it is necessary to consider the
effect of the rotational motion of the platform on
TLCD excitation.
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Fig. 25. TLCD mass ratio vs. motion reduction factor with and without θ-term.

5. Conclusions

effects of the liquid fluctuation in the TLCD. It is also
found that the rotation of the platform affects TLCD
function significantly.
This research also shows that only the lowfrequency motion of a semisubmersible platform can
be decreased with the use of a TLCD. A parametric
study reveals that a value of 10% for the platformdamper mass ratio is optimal for the selected floating
platform and increasing the blocking ratio of the
damper orifice to 80% increases the efficiency of
damper. It is also observed that, although the feasible
frequency of the TLCD is far higher than the natural
frequency of the semisubmersible, decreasing the
damper frequency increases the efficiency.

A numerical study is carried out to investigate the
effect of a tuned liquid column damper (TLCD) on the
motion reduction of a semisubmersible platform. The
simultaneous effect of the transitional and rotational
motions of the platform on TLCD function are taken
into account by deriving an appropriate formula. By
time domain analysis method, linear and nonlinear
wave forces as well as wave-frequency and lowfrequency motions of the platform are examined in
irregular waves.
It is shown that separate equations for pure
transition and rotation could be applied to take into
account the combined transitional and rotational
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